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The General Assembly First Committee
Co-Sponsors: France, Germany, Guatemala, Hungary, Pakistan,
Russian Federation, Syria and Uganda.
Topic: "International Terrorism"

The General Assembly, reminding all nations of their commitment to making the
world a safe place to live on,
Guided by the purposes and principles of the Charter of the United Nations and
reaffirming its role under the Charter, including on questions related to international
terrorism,
Bearing in mind the toll that any act of terrorism makes on economies, citizens and
governments,
Recognizing nation's commitments to stopping these threats,
Seeking new and less violent ways to combat this threat, and implementing them in the
most effective ways while reconstructing economies, citizen's lives and governments,
Emphasizing the effect that the younger generation has with keeping terrorist groups up
and running, and that is one of the aspects we should consider strongly,

1. Encourages member nations to use softer approaches such as diplomacy, education
about other religions, rebuilding economies and creating more jobs;
2. Supports medical supplies being shipped to areas, in need, affected by terrorism upon
request by Member State;
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3. Further requests member states to sign and ratify resolution 1373, which focuses on
financing terrorist groups;
4. Declares that there be no violence unless absolutely necessary;
5. Draws attention to countries in need of having higher boarder security;
6. Supports the communication and exchange of knowledge between countries;
7. Further invites countries to legally access illegal black-markets and rethink policies o n
tracers in firearms;
8. Recommends countries to create platforms for citizens to report suspicious terrorist
activity;
9. Humbly requests countries to create summer camps to educate young people about
other religions, ethnicities, and countries;
10. Recommends that airports higher their security standards with air marshals, more
uniformed guards, visa's and passport protection with protected passwords for access;
11. Urges countries to implement peacekeepers to keep peace in a nonviolent way;
12. Approves the creations of trauma centers for people affected by terrorism that have a
minimum of one hundred emergency rooms and certified doctors;
13. Calls upon the formation of a task force of experienced diplomats to negotiate with
terrorists.

